Colors of the
year and MDF
2020 releases

2020 has been a year
of great changes,
especially when speaking about consumer behavior. With
homes in evidence, people’s focus is in bringing well-being
and comfort into their homes - in small decoration details or
in full reforms.

This all resulted in a new relation with colors.
Trends inspired on nature become stronger,
as well as

the selection of more
versatile, energizing, and
even more colorful palets.

Coloro, Pantone,
Suvinil and Coral
are great references when the subject
is color.
In the next pages you will see the
tonalities selected by each one, as
the colors of 2020.

“These five tonalities were chosen to have the greatest

Coloro

impact in 2020 - a year when the future really arrives, when
advances in science and technology are available
to everyone.”

- Jane Boddy

Color Director, WGSN

Neo Mint

Purist Blue

Cassis

Cantaloupe

Mellow
Yellow

Coloro
Neo Mint
Purist Blue
Cassis

Color related to the popularity of pastel tonalities and very optimistic. It
marks the beginning of a new decade, in which advances in technology are
increasingly greater and more present in our daily lives.
The last stage of evolution of blue. Softer than cobalt of recent years, but with a
freshness that brings contemporaneity to the tonality.

The fusion of pink and purple that were so successful in previous years. A color that
brings both the genderless style of pink and the modern appeal of purple.

Cantaloupe

A young orange, which has already been very successful in recent years and which

Mellow Yellow

Success in the last 3 years, yellow is a big bet for 2020. Mellow Yellow is an earthy,

refers to the summer.

burnt tonality that is expected to gain a lot of popularity.

Pantone

“A limitless blue like the vast and infinite night sky, PANTONE 198- 4052
Classic Blue encourages us to look beyond the obvious and thus expand
our thinking; challenging us to reflect more deeply, increases our
perspective and opens the communication channel.”

– Leatrice Eiseman

Executive Director of Pantone Color Institute

Pantone 198-4052 Classic Blue

Pantone
Classic Blue
Pantone
198-4052
Classic
Blue

Classic Blue was Pantone’s selection for 2020. Just like our
Azul Petróleo MDF, this is a timeless color that brings calm,
confidence and connectivity.
Classic Blue is a combination of simplicity and elegance.
It also offers a sense of protection to the human spirit and
leads us to balance our thoughts.

Credits: Disclosure stuff.co.nz/ Florenche Charvin

“We are entering 2020 rethinking our values, looking for new ways to relate to

Suvinil

the world and balance our well-being with the technology that surrounds us.
We are in a constant state of change and, by giving new meaning to our lives,
we try to express ourselves through the symbolisms that contemplate our
style and our desires.”

– Juliana Hosken

Marketing Director at Suvinil

Mantra

Horizonte

Contemplação

Suvinil
Mantra

Suvinil, in turn, opted for a green tonality for 2020.
Mantra was selected considering this new decade of self-

Horizonte

knowledge and self-care.
The color is diluted in two other sub-tonalities: Horizonte and
Contemplação. Three nuances of a slightly bluish green that

Contemplação

Credits: Suvinil Divulgação

refer to meditation and regeneration.

Coral

“We cannot go back on what has already happened. We need to find
ourselves human in the midst of this new scenario, which is fast,
technological and full of news. It is to look at each new day that is
born as a new possibility.”

– Fernanda Figueiredo

AkzoNobel Color and Brand Communication Manager

Praça no Inverno

Coral
Finally, Coral brought Praça no Inverno, a versatile

Praça no
Inverno

tonality that lies between green, blue and gray
and that seems to change depending on the
combinations.
To get to that color, the main inspiration was the
beauty of the morning sky.

Credits: Coral Disclosure

And how can
Guararapes MDFs
help you to incorporate
all these trends into
your projects?

Alecrim MDF
We noticed the strong presence of green as a major
trend for 2020, brought by 3 out of 4 major references
on the subject in its different nuances and possibilities.

With that in mind, Guararapes brought Alecrim to its
portfolio. A pattern that has its essence in affection
and that is very related to tenderness and care. A
color capable of bringing peace and tranquility to the
environment, but without leaving elegance and
daring aside.

Contemplação

Horizonte

Mantra

Suvinil

Suvinil

Suvinil

Tela MDF
Cipres MDF

Alecrim MDF
The possible combinations are the most diverse: with
Tela, a more yellowish pattern, the combination refers

Alabama MDF

to the summer. It is also possible to associate Alecrim
with woody designs, such as Alabama and Cipres.
Another pattern that can bring an interesting result if

Vesúvio MDF

combined with Alecrim is Corten, a slightly metallic
and reddish MDF. Vesúvio, a pattern inspired by a
volcanic stone, can also be used alongside Alecrim in a
harmonic way.

Corten MDF

Fulgê MDF
Another option with a more pastel tonality and a gray
base, Fulgê is a playful pattern inspired by granilite - a
great success from the 1940s and which is highlighted.
A design that allows the most varied combinations
because it already has details in different colors and
tonalities in its composition, and that can be associated
with Praça no Inverno, by Coral.

Praça no
Inverno
Coral

Carvalho Natural MDF
Fulgê MDF
Tijolo MDF

In its composition, Fulgê already has a range of
tonalities that can be worked. In wood, from a darker
tonality, such as Ipê, to Carvalho Natural, a slightly
lighter blade, make good compositions.

Fendi MDF

Another option to be combined with Fulgê is Tijolo,
a very energetic and radiant MDF. This mixture will
bring joy to the environment. Papyrus and Fendi are
two other possible combinations with Fulgê.

Papyrus MDF

Azul Petróleo MDF
A very vivid and striking blue, as well as the
Classic Blue, selected by Pantone.
It takes boldness to any project, with a lot of
lightness and elegance.

Pantone
Classic Blue
Pantone

Alabama MDF
Cipres MDF

Azul Petróleo MDF
The combinations with Azul Petróleo are the most diverse,
everything depends on the creativity and the message you

Sibéria MDF

want the environment to send out. In woodwork, Alabama and
Cypress make-up a good compositions with Azul Petróleo.
Environments that also bear Siberia and Pixel will gain an

Pixel MDF
Petra MDF

elegant result. Already as to designs that refer to stones, Petra
can be an excellent option for an even more authentic project.

Rosa Milkshake MDF
In the family of pinks and close to Cassis presented
by Coloro, we have the already known - and widely
used - Rosa Milshake
A MDF with a cool design and a lot of personality,
which adds lightness and authenticity to the projects.

Cassis
Coloro

Grafite MDF
Marmo MDF

Rosa Milkshake MDF
This MDF can be combined with different tonalities,
depending on the purpose of the environment. Darker

Nevada MDF

patterns like Grafite, Marmo and Corten make-up good
compositions with Rosa Milkshake.
For a more neutral project, lighter standards like Nevada
and Santorini are also good suggestions. Woody, like

Santorini MDF
Bilbao MDF

Bilbao, also make great compositions when used with
Rosa Milkshake.

Tijolo MDF
Earthy, nostalgic and striking tonality, Tijolo enriches
any project with its autentic color. The design
inspired by clay filters was launched to incorporate
great memories into the spaces.
Just like Cantaloupe selected by Coloro, Tijolo also
conveys youthfulness and energy.

Cantaloupe
Coloro

Nogal Sevilha MDF
Bilbao MDF

Tijolo MDF
Woody designs such as Nogal Sevilha and Bilbao
make-up interesting and expressive compositions

Ônix MDF

with Tijolo.
Ônix is a good selection for metallics.

Marmo MDF
Petra MDF

Referring to stones, Marmo and Petra are also
possible combinations that will bring authentic
results to the woodworks.

Tela MDF
Keeping an eye on the growing strength of
yellowish tones, Guararapes launched Tela,
nostalgic and faithfully reminiscent of straw
wefts.
This pattern provides creative freedom when
making combinations. On a monochromatic scale,
it combines with Mellow Yellow, the yellowish
tonality indicated by Coloro.

Mellow
Yellow
Coloro

Azul Petróleo MDF
Rosa Milkshake MDF
Baviera MDF

Tela MDF
It can be used with colors, such as Azul Petróleo and
Rosa Milkshake, but also with woody designs, such
as Baviera.
In the Magma Line, the Marmo and Fulgê patterns are

Marmo MDF
Fulgê MDF

very harmonious when used with Tela.

Colors of the
year with
woody designs

Carvalho
Natural MDF
Natural color with a buttery tonality and a calm
design, this pattern allows combinations with
numerous tonalities.
Very balanced when used with Suvinil’s Mantra, this
combination provides a very smooth biophilic design.

Mantra
Suvinil

Alecrim MDF
Marsala MDF
Níquel MDF

Carvalho
Natural MDF
In uni-colors, Alecrim, Marsala and Níquel are great
options. Cobre, a more metallic design, can also make
a good composition with Carvalho Natural. Pixel, a
more grayish option with light golden and metallic

Cobre MDF
Píxel MDF

details is another good option.

Curupixá MDF
Wood with a slightly more orange tonality,
Curupixá is delicate, elegant and exotic. A pattern
that matches well with a multitude of tonalities,
including other woods, in addition to setting up a
bold combination with Pantone’s Classic Blue.

Classic Blue
Pantone

Dual Black MDF
Grafite MDF
Berinjela MDF

Curupixá MDF
In the dark ones, Dual Black, Grafite and Berinjela
are good options to be combined with Curupixá.

Bronze MDF

Bronze and Fontana are other suggestions for
combination, which will bring elegance and a lot
of personality to the environment. For a woody
combination, Ipê is a great choice.

Fontana MDF
Ipê MDF

Caribe MDF
Reddish Italian walnut, Caribe is a versatile wood
that allows us to abuse creativity in combinations.
This MDF can be a great option with both the
Suvinil Mantra and the Coral Praça no Inverno. It all
depends on the intensity of contrast you want to
give to your project.

Praça no
Inverno
Coral

Mantra
Suvinil

Grafite MDF
Azul Petróleo MDF

Caribe MDF
In uni-color patterns, Grafite and Azul Petróleo make
very authentic combinations with Caribe. And why

Marmo MDF
Fulgê MDF

not combine this wood with a stone? Marmo and
Fulgê are two other possible combinations.

Pau-Ferro MDF
Noble wood of the Atlantic Forest, Pau-Ferro brings nuances
of orange. With well-defined designs and a strong personality,
furniture in this MDF is authentic and sophisticated.
Despite a lot of personality, Pau-ferro is not hard to combine.
Its orange tonality allows us to think of combinations with
greens and blues, so Classic Blue, Mantra, Praça do Inverno,
Neo Mint and Purist Blue are good options for greater
contrast. On the other hand the combination with Mellow
Yellow and Cantaloupe bring less contrast and greater
vibration.

Mellow Yellow
Coloro

Cantaloupe
Coloro

Milano MDF
Fendi MDF
Alecrim MDF

Pau-Ferro MDF
Milano and Fendi will bring a lot of originality
when used with Pau-Ferro. Other good options

Níquel MDF

are Alecrim and Niquel. Quartzo and Maxi Branco,
MDFs that bring the strong presence of white, will
also make-up beautiful compositions.

Quartzo MDF
Maxi Branco MDF

